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CLASSIQUE
Round or square 19mm
hollow tube without spears
and a level top.

LOOP-TOP
Round hollow tubes bent
to form a hairpin shape.

KENSINGTON
Spear topped hollow tubes
with alternating loop top
pickets

Classique F & S
Square tubes with pressed
(flattened) tops which are
cut to create a spear.



COLONIAL - 3 Rail
Round or square pickets with
a choice of spears.

COLONIAL - 2 Rail
High and low pickets with
choice of spears. Pictured with
optional Sandstone-look pillars.

TUDOR
Round or square pickets
alternating with a ring
between each picket and a
choice of spear on pickets

IMPERIAL RING
Round or square pickets with
double top rails. Picket going
through middle rail with a ring
between each picket.



CUSTOM DESIGNS
Mix and match designs to create your own unique look

GEORGIAN
Pickets are shortest in the
middle and longest at the ends
of each panel.

VICTORIAN
Pickets are of varying length with
the shortest at the ends of the
panels and longest in the middle.

FEDERATION
Pickets of uniform height with a
deorative spear.



HERITAGE
Pickets have a shaped or
flat top but are of uniform
height between posts.

All panels on this page have steel rectangular hollow pickets and resemble traditional

EDWARDIAN
Pickets have a flat or shaped
top but vary in length with
longest in the middle and
shortest at the ends of each
panel.

JACOBEAN
Similar to the Edwardian
but with an opposite curve.

HORIZONTAL
The picket fence for the
modern look.



METLINE
COLORBOND® Steel fence
with optional lattice top. This
fence is exceptionally strong
and is constructed to look alike
on both sides, colour included.
Traditional fence posts as
normally used with similar
COLORBOND® fencing
systems are not required.
Panels are 2370mm long.

ESTATE WELDMESH
Panels use 5mm wire and are
either 900mm or 1200mm high
& 2400mm long.

AQUATIC WELDMESH
Panels are 3000mm long by
1270mm high and comply with
AS 1926.1 1993 for domestic
pool fencing.

FENCEBOND
BHP COLORBOND® steel
sheeting and capping with
galvanised metal posts and
rails. This fencing is
coloured on one side only.



ABRA Aluminium
Balustrade
A versatile system that will
accommodate either glass
panels or aluminium tubing.
Standard heights 1000mm,
1200mm, 1500mm & 1800mm.
The type of balustrade
construction may vary from the
illustrations provided.

BALUSTRADE
STYLE
(Steel & Aluminium)
Can be used for sundecks or as
fencing in 2 rail or 3 rail format.
Standard heights are 1000mm,
1200mm, 1500mm & 1800mm.



GATE MOTORS
Domestic & Commercial

Sliding Swing

GATES - Swing & Sliding
Domestic & Commercial



SPEARS
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The Ultimate in Handy Fencing
Handi-fence was designed to be easily installed by
the home handy man but with the style, finish and
quality of more expensive custom made steel tube
fencing. The simple yet innovative design enables
the standard panels to follow the natural contour of
the ground without the unsightly gaps under the
fence and necessity to step the panels if the ground
slopes. The design also allows for cheaper
replacement of pickets if they are damaged, thereby
helping your fence to look better for longer.

Durability
Handi-fence is built with long lasting quality in mind.
Manufactured from strong steel tube, it is coated
inside and outside with zinc, a proven corrosion
resister, and finished (if you choose) with a high
quality, oven baked, powder coating. Good looks that
will resist chipping and rust for many years to come.

Safety
Handi-fence is the ideal safety fence for young children The
designs are difficult to climb and comply with pool fencing
regulations (AS 1926.1 1993) for heights over 1200mm high.
Simply, it is the best way to go when good looks and safety
are required.

Style
Handi-fence is available in 12 styles, 6 heights and any of
approximately 100 colours to suit any surroundings or décor
you may desire. It is even possible to have a multi-coloured
fence with this unique fencing system. There are also
numerous variations possible to the standard designs
(spears, spacing etc) to individualise your fence and add
character to your property.

Specifications
Pickets: 16mm round, 19mm round, 19mm square or 50 x
10mm and 75 x 16mm rectangular @ 115mm centres.
Rails: 40 x 40mm Handi-fence rail.
Posts: 50mm square and 65mm, 75mm, 90mm or 100mm
square gate posts.
Standard Heights: 900mm, 1200mm, 1500mm, 1800mm,
2100mm or 2400mm.

Available from:
34 Chapel Street

Glenorchy
Tasmania 7010

Phone 03 6272 8377
Fax 03 6273 6744

sales@fenceandgate.net.au

HANDI-FENCE

STANDARD COLOURS - Others

Bond Rivergum

Heritage

Wheat

CharcoalClaret Mountain Blue Black

Actual colour may vary due to printing limitations.

PrimroseBond off White White Birch MerinoSpecial White

HawthornSlate Grey Ironbark
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